The development of techniques for interpreting the structure of three-dimensional images, f(x,y,z), is useful in many applications. A key initial stage in the signal to symbol conversion process, essential for the interpretation of the data, is three-dimensional image segmentation involving the processes of partitioning and identification. Most segmentation and grouping research in computer vision has addressed partitioning of 2D images, f(x,y). In this paper, we present a parallel 3D image segmentation algorithm which, through the use of a-partitioning and volumejiltering, segments 3D images such that the greylevel variation within each volume can be described by a regression model. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of this algorithm on several real-world 3D images. o tw Academic P~CSS. h.
INTRODUCTION
The development of techniques for interpreting the structure of three-dimensional images has attracted researchers in the area of medicine for many years [l-5] . One of the most widely known techniques is computed tomography (CT), a technique which allows physicians to diagnose clinical abnormalities from the display of threedimensional reconstructed organ images. In computer vision, dynamic scene analysis has attracted researchers interested in transforming a sequence of noisy two-dimensional inputs into a description of a scene in terms of objects, their three-dimensional shape, and their motion through space. Even though many techniques have been developed for this purpose, most techniques use just two or three frames of a sequence. Only recently has the socalled spatio-temporal approach [6-l l] started using longer sequences. This approach pictures time-varying stimuli as occupying a three-dimensional space, in which x and y are two spatial dimensions and t is the temporal dimension. The collected sequence of images is usually referred to as a spatio-temporal image solid. In many applications of mobile robot and other autonomous agents, the information about different properties in space must be acquired combining information from disparate sensors obtained from multiple viewpoints at different time instants. This task is facilitated by keeping hierarchical models of the environment. In such a model, the most detailed level will contain properties at every voxel [ 121. These property values should be grouped to form higher level concepts.
A three-dimensional image forms an image solid which is represented as a three-dimensional matrix of gueyfeuels, f(ij,k).
Each greylevel represents certain relevant property associated with the location (i,j,k) in the modeled three-dimensional world. For CT images, the greylevel represents an estimate ofthe average of a physical parameter (attenuation coefficient) at the point (ij) in the kth cross section image. For dynamic scenes, the greylevel is proportional to the radiant energy received in the electromagnetic band to which the sensor is sensitive in a small area around (ij) in the kth frame of a sequence. In the environment model it represents one or more property values at point (i,j,k) in space.
Due to the potential for essentially unbounded complexity of three-dimensional image data, it is often necessary to abstract the sensor-derived signals into a relatively clear-cut three-dimensional description of properties in the modeled three-dimensional world. A key initial stage in this abstraction process is threedimensional image segmentation which can be viewed as involving the two closely tied activities of partitioning and identijication (Fig. la) . The partitioning process hypothesizes a partition of 3D images into volumes. To justify whether or not such a hypothesized partition is valid, the identification process matches the underlying greylevel distribution of the partition subsets to a given set of volume models. Most segmentation and grouping research in computer vision has addressed the problem for two-dimensional images f(i,j) and very little work has been done for the three-dimensional case. In this paper, we shall present an algorithm which can segment 3D images into coherent volumes and, upon complete segmentation, model each of them by individual description (in terms of a volume model). These descriptions are very important for a variety of applications. They can be used for identifying the objects of interest and indexing into a knowledge base to provide a basis for three-dimensional object recognition. In medical applications, they can be used to reconstruct threedimensional organs and the display of such reconstructed organs can convey useful information to the physician in diagnosing clinical abnormalities. For interpreting dynamic scenes, the functional descriptions (i.e., volume descriptions) for the spatio-temporal 3-surface may be very useful for identifying moving objects in the scene.
The most widely used technique in attempts to address this 3D segmentation problem has been 3D edge detection [3, 4, 7, 131 . Similar to 2-dimensional edge detectors, the 3-dimensional edge detection method tries to locate edgels along the boundaries of volumes in the image solid. These edgels are then linked to form groups of edge segments, which are in turn 2-dimensional surfaces. Such surfaces are not guaranteed to form closed volume boundaries in many cases; therefore, the edge detection technique does not offer the level of abstraction desirable for the analysis of 3D images.
To achieve the objective of 3D image segmentation, the most straightforward way may be to extend the conventional region growing techniques for image segmentation to volume growing techniques for segmenting 3D images. Volume growing is a global hypothesis testing technique. Given initially poor or incorrect seed volumes, such techniques usually do not provide any mechanisms for detecting and rejecting local gross errors in situations such as when an initial seed volume spans two separate hypersurfaces. Therefore, the generation and filtering of good seed volumes of high confidence will be essential. The selected seeds also tend to be small in most real 3D images and merely correspond to subsets of the actual surfaces' pixels in the 3D image. The iterative process of volume growing must then be applied in order to recover the hypersurfaces of interest. When a hypothesis is matched to a given model during identification, the result is then sent back to the partitioning process for growing volumes at the next iteration. The process terminates whenever there are no more pixels to be identified as belonging to a volume model.
Conventionally, volume models have been represented using the probabilistic approach where a 3D image is modeled as a three-dimensional random field. Thefunctional approach [14-181, which tires to capture the underlying greylevel distribution of an image using a family of smooth functions, has been used only for the segmentation of 2D images. Our 3D image segmentation algorithm is the 3D version of our earlier algorithm [ 191 and is based on a unified framework for modeling 3D images. Under this new framework, the probabilistic nature of the image formation process can be captured by assigning a functional description to each volume, effectively unifying the above probabilistic and functional approaches.
Similar to the earlier algorithm [19] which does not have any apparent disadvantage of conventional region growing techniques, this 3D image segmentation algorithm breaks the iterative structure of conventional volume growing through the use of a-partitioning and uofumejiltering (Fig. lb) . The mechanism of a-partitioning generates volume hypotheses, while volume filtering detects and rejects gross errors. By using gradient information, a-partitioning removes the need for volume growing so that our algorithm can be implemented on a parallel architecture. The proposed 3D image segmentation techniques segment 3D images such that the greylevel variation within each volume cluster can be described by a regression model. This paper is organized as follows. The key ideas behind the 3D image segmentation algorithm are first described: the regression model (Section 2) and the techniques for breaking the iterative structure (Section 3). The implementation details are given next (Section 4) and experimental results show the algorithm's performance on three 3D images (Sections 5). It concludes with comments on future improvements (Section 6).
A REGRESSION MODEL FOR IMAGE SOLID
The modeling of the underlying greylevel variation in an image solid is essential in the 3D image segmentation process. What is an effective image solid model? Consider the sampling process in which an image solid has been obtained over a short period of time. Even in such a simple environment, if we repeat the process several times with the same sensor, the observational image solids will not be identical. Such a phenomenon can be attributed to the inherent measurement errors in the imaging process and the occurrences of certain unavoidable random events in this dynamic, though controlled, environment. In general, the stochastic nature of the imaging process cannot be modeled deterministically. An image solid has therefore to be treated as a three-dimensional discrete random field, a collection of random variables where values of each denotes the greylevel of the pixel in the image solid.
Every random variable which isfinite and has compact support [20] can be uniquely determined by its complete set of moments {pn}. For example, ~1 and ~2 determine the mean and standard deviation, respectively. In the general case, an image solid can then be treated as a realization of a vector random process W described by a set of moments Gn. Therefore, by specifying all finite moments of this vector random process, we can always obtain an unique model for the underlying greylevel variation. In the special case where this random process has a Gaussian distribution, only the mean vector E[W] (the first moment vector) and the covariance matrix Rw (the second moment about the mean) are necessary for describing W. The multivariate Gaussian
has the property of being able to embody the correlation between the components of the vector iit i+ = (w,,, W&) . . . ) wi,,)
directly into the probability distribution function (pdf) in a compact and mathematically tractable fashion. (wi, is the ith vector random process sample associated with the pixel rj = (Xi,yi,z;).) Thus, for most practical purposes, it is the only pdf to be used as a model for multivariate vector data [21].
I. The Nonstationary Mean and Stationary Autocovariance Assumption
A wide-sense stationary assumption is usually adopted for the Gaussian pdf in modeling regular 2D images [22] . This assumption can be stated simply as Hunt [23] demonstrates how greatly this conventional assumption of stationary mean can be violated by realworld images. However, by weakening the above stationary assumptions, Hunt and Cannon [21, 23] show that the Gaussian pdf of most statistical models can be derived on an experimental basis. They also claim that a digital imagef(i,j) can be modeled as consisting of intensity fluctuations about a non-stationary mean of a context-dependent ensemble f(iJ = f(iJ) + ski), (2) wheref(i,j) is the low-frequency (or blurred) component and s(i$) is the high-frequency component. The nonstationary meanf(i,j) can be considered as the deterministic component off(i,j) and is estimated by blurring the individual ensemble sample member with a low-pass spatial filter. The random component s(ij) is shown to have approximately Gaussian behavior. Our regression model is based on an extension of this nonstationary mean and stationary autocovariance assumption to the threedimensional space.
The Multiple Distribution Functions Assumption
The assumption of Section 2.1 provides the basis for treating an image solid as a realization of a single vector random process with a nonstationary mean and stationary autocovariance. However, we believe that the modeling of an entire image solid with one distribution function defeats the purpose of the 3D image segmentation process. Instead, we consider an image solid I as the union of N volumes V,, each of which is modeled by an independent Gaussian pdf fv (1) . An m x n x 1 real image solid I can be represented as a continuous function of three variablesf(x,y,z). A digital image solidf(i,j,k) is a matrix of samples of this function, f(iAx,jAy,kAz), with sampling intervals Ax, Ay, and AZ, for 0 5 i 5 m, 0 5 j 5 12, and 0 I k 5 1. We denotef(i,j,k) as an unregistered sample matrixf(xi, y;,zi) orf(?i) wheref(?i) is considered as the ith sample from a vector random process. The multiple distribution functions assumption asserts
The objective of the 3D image segmentation process is then to recover not a single image solid model, but the individual volume modelsf", for image solid 1. During the recovery of a volume model, its associated nonstationary mean and stationary autocovariance have to be estimated.
Modeling Nonstationary Means with Approximating Functions
One way of estimating the nonstationary mean f in (2) is by blurring the 3D image with a low-pass three-dimensional filter.' In such case, the representation off can be considered as an mnl vector for a m x n x 1 image solid. Theoretically, f can also be modeled by a single polynomial functional description that best fits the greylevel values in the entire image solid. In practice, the best-fitting models can only be obtained through 3D image segmentation on a per volume model basis as suggested in [ 141. We view the use of approximating functions in volume growing as a regression technique that uses a trivariate polynomial functionf,, as a nonstationary mean model forf",.
From the functional approximation point of view, the digital image solid fv,(xi,yi,;;) within a volume V, is approximated by a function fr,(x,y,z) with the addition of measurement errors r)",(x,y,z), 
where 6;,,j is the Kronecker delta function and cr is the measurement variance. Therefore, we have shown that the functional approximation approach basically adopts the same nonstationary mean (from Eq. 5) and stationary autocovariance (from Eq. 6) assumptions that we have presented in Section 2.1. The functional and probabilistic approaches in volume modeling are thus unified under a single framework.
Modeling Nonstationary Means with Fixed-Order Polynomial Functions
In the simplest case, the nonstationary mean f can be modeled by a linear function
where a, b, c, and d are four free coefficients needed to be estimated. Unfortunately, this usually does not capture the inherent complexity in 3D images of the real world.
Besl and Jain in the conclusion of [14] suggest using different orders of trivariate polynomial functions to embody the knowledge about various levels of smoothness in an image solid. We view this suggestion as modeling the nonstationary mean of the image solid with a vocabulary of variable-order functional descriptions from the perspective of our unified regression framework. Furthermore, we shall argue that it is actually unnecessary to find the most appropriate order of the polynomial function for representing this mean. To explain the concept, let us first define the functional space formed by the mod-eling functions as the P-order space. The P-order space contains polynomial functions of degree 0, 1, . . . , P, where P is defined as the maximum variation order (MVO). This set of approximating functions can be written in the form of a single equation
For example, when MVO = 4, this set of functions includes linear, triquadratic, tricubic, and triquartic polynomials.
There are three properties associated with this P-order space. First, the order P constrains the minimum level of smoothness hypothesized to occur in real image solids. In other words, P is the hypothesized maximum complexity of the underlying smoothness variation within each volume. Second, the experimental results included in this paper (Section 5) Third, a MVO-order polynomial function is sufficient for representing a volume since it is an unbiased estimate of any underlying volume models of order less than MVO. The last two properties lead us to conclude, contrary to the conventional viewpoint, that 4th order functions are sufficient for modeling nonstationary means of real image solids. Previously, when MVO 2 1 has been selected, techniques such as the extension of the variable order surface-fitting algorithm [14] to three dimensions can be used to recover the so called best descriptive model for a volume VI. Since not all the volumes have exactly MVO order of smoothness variation, overfitting may occur when a MVO-order polynomial functionfv, is fitted to a V, that can be best described by one of a lower order. This very common model reduction problem also exists in regression analysis. In general regression analysis, the functional relationships between variables are unknown and many tests have been developed to find this relationship [24] . In computer vision applications, the set of independent variables is fixed and the functional relationship between variables is modeled by a set of polynomial functions. The task is then to find a particular polynomial order and set of coefficients for specifying the functional relationship.
This task becomes unnecessary given the fixed MVOorder property of the P-order space based on regression theory [24] . In general, an estimate p^ is an unbiased estimate of the parameter p being estimated if ml = P A$tted model is a hypothesis used to explain the observational data generated by a true model. A full model is the largest regression containing all terms; in our case, all the coefficients of the MVO-order polynomial function. A partition is defined to be correct when every volume hypothesis Zf, for V, satisfies the smoothness predicate P(O) and contains no gross error. A partition is complete when every H, contains exactly all pixels p;,j,k E VI. These two definitions also apply on a per volume basis and are illustrated in Fig. 2 . The final partition from the 3D image segmentation process should have the image solid Z segmented into the set {VI, V2, . . . , VN} where each V, is represented by a correct volume model fv,. Similar to our formulation for the 2D image case in [19] , a 3D image segmentation algorithm can also be viewed as the implementation of an uniformity predicate for the generation and verification of volume hypotheses and which upon completion yields an abstract representation of a 3D image in terms of volume models. Our 3D image segmentation algorithm stems from the regression model for 3D images (Section 2). In particular, its multiple functions assumption (by Eq. 3) is consistent with the above definition of segmentation. l$VO-order polynomial functions are used to estimatef", of the underlying volume models fv, that have zero mean i.i.d. Gaussian noise (Section 2). The uniformity predicate implemented is viewed as a smoothness predicate satisfying the following criteria: l The smoothness variation of the pixel data in V, is correctly and completely modeled by anf",. (lower right) Shaded area is incorrect but complete for V, and V,. Note that we encounter gross errors where a volume hypothesis incorrectly spans two actual volumes.
The two techniques embedded in our implementation of the smoothness predicate are a-partitioning and uolume Jiltering. a-partitioning generates volume hypotheses by taking advantage of the locations of discontinuities in the image solid. It preserves the discontinuities in the final correct partition and guarantees complete partitioning with accurate detection of such locations. Volume filtering verifies the smoothness variation of volume hypotheses and rejects gross errors by using the fitting variance S2. S2 is an unbiased estimate of the measurement error cr2 when the model fits the data. The conventional iterative structure is not inherent in the 3D image segmentation algorithm because these two methods enable the algorithm to handle volume hypotheses in parallel and to combine the verified results efficiently through a very simple image solid operation (Image-Solid-OR) at the end.
c-u-partitioning for Generating Volume Hypotheses
Similarly to our 2D algorithm [ 191, volume hypotheses are generated simultaneously by using information about the location of discontinuities. These often lie on surfaces that separate volumes of different smoothness variation in an image solid. The area surrounded by each closed boundary surface can then serve as a volume hypothesis. It is natural to use the gradient magnitude of a 3D image to locate the surrounding boundaries of volumes. However, various thresholds for edge strength may be required for different boundary surfaces in an image solid. Since the threshold value(s) for each surface is unknown a priori, we treat the segmentation problem as one of jinding the minimal set of edge strength thresholds, CXMINset, through which a. 3D image can be segmented into volumes according to the smoothness predicate.
To derive the aMIN-set, we need sufficiently good estimates or we can find all of the edge strengths by searching over a window around these initial values in the measurement space. These a priori estimates can be obtained either from the vision system's prior experience or from the output of a high-level vision module in a goal-directed manner. In cases where such information may not be readily available to the segmentation module, it must be derived from the 3D image content instead.
This algorithm considers the latter case. The solution space is first reduced by scaling down, or normalizing, all gradient magnitudes. A greylevel ai-imagesolid is produced after the removal of edgels thresholded at an edge strength o+ from the image solid. The 3D connected components in the ai-image-solid, if any, constitute the corresponding set of volume hypotheses. This process of obtaining independent sets of volume hypotheses from the various a-image-solids is called a-partitioning. We then apply volumefiltering on each hypothesis and a sim- ple Image-Solid-OR operation at the end, to verify the correctness of each hypothesis and to derive the (YMINset, respectively. For clarity of illustration, we introduce the pseudo a-image-solid that contains pattern(gray)-coded pixels instead of the actual greylevel values in a true cy-image-solid. Examples of the pseudo a-imagesolids are shown in Fig. 3. 
Volume Filtering for Detecting and Rejecting Gross Errors
Not all volume hypotheses generated by the a-partitioning process are correct. The final partition can be obtained if we know how to determine the correctness of a hypothesized model for the given set of data. As a direct extension of our region filtering techniques in [ 191, the technique of volume jiltering is used to verify the correctness of hypothesized models in an c-u-image-solid. Incorrect volume hypotheses are filtered out to produce a binary filtered a-image-solid. Each such image-solid is guaranteed to have a correct partition, even though the partition may be incomplete. Two example applications of a volume filter are shown in Fig. 4 . The volume filter adopts the lack-of-$t test [26] to each volume hypothesis independently:
S' I u2. S* is the unbiased estimate of the true measurement variance u2 when there is no lack of fit. The lack-of-fit test is commonly used in applied regression with the assumption of a correct model [26] and is defined as where S(h) is the sum of squares for residuals, n the number of data points, and p the number of polynomial coefficients (see Appendix A).
In practice, the true measurement error is usually not directly available a priori in computer vision and we frequently deal with only a single image solid. Furthermore, o* is unknown for volume V, since the correctness of the fitted volume model fv, is supposed to be tested. So the maximum lack-of-fit error & is estimated instead from the image solid noise variance estimate ujrnK and the general lack-of-fit regression test has essentially become the so-called RMS fit error test [14] :
In our 3D image segmentation algorithm, the aMiNset is derived by performing a search in the a-space (or edgeness measurement space). The a-set is either derived from the 3D image content (in our case) or supplied a priori somehow. Given this initial set, the algorithm then generates and prunes a search tree, according to the smoothness predicate, in the derivation of the aMrN-set (Fig. 6 ). In the a-partitioning process, each set element (Y; generates a hypothesized partition of the 3D image into volumes enclosed by discontinuities, such as {ZZ,,,,, Ha,,2, . . . H,,,,} in Fig. 6 . Each volume hypothesis H,,,j in the cy,image-solid is fitted with a MVO-order polynomial function fHa,,,. During volume filtering, any hypothesis s* 5 CT&, = OUjrnR.
An Efficient Technique for Resolving
Descriptions (9) Multiple filtered a-image-solids are obtained after volume filtering, each of which is associated with one correct but possibly incomplete partition. In order to obtain the final segmented image solid, the cu-image-solids can be resolved to produce the final aMiNset by simply applying an Image-Solid-OR operation to the various descriptions. This arises naturally from the processes of a-partitioning and volume filtering. We have shown the mathematics for the 2D image case in [19] . It can be shown similarly to the 2D case that an Image-SolidInclusive-OR operation on all filtered cw-image-solids s,, will produce a set of volumes V,, each of which satisfies the smoothness predicate and is associated with a particular ai (see Fig. 5 ). Therefore, the 3D image segmentation FIG. 6 . Searching a-space for cuMin-set. A box node represents a algorithm has effectively computed the aMiN-set and genvolume hypothesis and a circle node a set of volume hypotheses. Note that deleted nodes are marked with crosses.
that fails the lack-of-fit test is removed and the Ha,,i node 2. desired accuracy of the solution, and deleted (e.g. Ha, , , and Hm2, , ) . It is conceivable that all 3. input 3D image content, which determines the hypotheses for a particular CY; are invalidated by the number of possible volume hypotheses. smoothness predicate and its associated subtree is thus pruned from the search (e.g. (Y,). On the other hand, correct hypotheses in the filtered a-image-solids form the leaves of our search tree (e.g. H,&. These are combined to produce the cYMIN-set.
Similarly to what we have shown for our 2D algorithm [19] , the complexity of our 3D algorithm is also determined by the volume filtering where a least squares fit has to be applied to each volume. If a processor is assigned to the volume filter for each a-image-solid, it is of O(k n') (based on standard Gaussian elimination), where n is the average number of data points in the fit and k the number of volume hypotheses. Since k + M, we have O(n7). The actual time and storage complexity of this implementation thus depends on 4 . IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
The formulation described in the previous sections results in our new approach to the 3D image segmentation problem (Fig. 7) . The 3D image segmentation algorithm allows us to partition an 3D image into correct volumes satisfying the smoothness predicate. We use the techniques of cw-partitioning and volume$ltering to poseand-test various hypothesized edge strengths of boundary surfaces in parallel. Associated with every hypothesized edge strength (Y~, we obtain an ai-image-solid that is sent to a volume filter to remove volume hypotheses within which the smoothness variation is beyond the specified complexity. At the end of these parallel opera 1. number of parallel processors utilized, tions, all filtered a-image-solids are combined to obtain the minimal set of edge strength thresholds aMIN-set which is used to segment the 3D image.
cx-Partitioning
The 3D Sobel edge detector was first applied in 3 x 3 X 3 window neighborhoods to compute the gradient magnitudes on the n x n x 6 image solid. The embedding angle formula [lo] is used to scale the gradient magnitudes Mijk, The scaled gradient magnitudes 0 I Mijk I 90 are stored into a three-dimensional array. The values above a given (Y; are subtracted from the original image solid to produce the corresponding greylevel c+image-solid.
In our current implementation, the range where the (Yset is searched for is chosen to be (90, 89, * . . , 61). The (Y'S below 61 were experimentally determined to be not significantly meaningful for sampling the edgeness measurement space.
Volume Filtering
The volume filter determines all connected volumes in the given Kimage-solid. Since the maximum complexity of a volume modelf,, is defined by the unbiased estimate of the nonstationary mean fv, a MVO-order polynomial function, it suggests the following simple least squares regression procedure (see [19] for details). The greylevels Y in each volume V, of the original image are then approximated by a 4th-order polynomial function X with regression coefficients 0 so that the sum of squares of the errors Y is minimized. The resulting linear model can be written as
The volume filter than applies the lack-of-fit test [ 191 to examine whether or not this 4th-order polynomial fits the image data. The image noise level is estimated and compared with the estimated measurement error obtained from each volume fitting using the RMS fit error test [ 141.
If its lack-of-fit error is too large, the volume will fail this test and its corresponding area in the given a-image-solid is filtered out. This regression procedure and test are applied to all connected volumes in parallel, producing the binary filtered &image-solid.
Resolving Descriptions
Thirty filtered a-image-solids (at (Y = 90, 89, . . . , 61) will be sent back and these binary image solids are then to produce the final segmented image solid.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our algorithm has been applied successfully to a wide variety of 3D image data. Its performance on one medical 3D tomographic data set and two intensity image sequences is discussed in this section. The following set of figures is displayed for each input 3D image data: The segmented 3D image solids display the results produced by the 3D image segmentation algorithm. Each volume is an isolated set of connected pixels whose greylevel variation can be represented well by a triquartic polynomial function.
The following 3D image data have been used to test our proposed algorithm.
LIVER CT Image (UM Medical Center)
This 3D data contained six 128 x 128 16-bit reconstructed cross section CT images obtained from our medical research center. We stack this sequence of cross sections into a 128 X 128 X 6 array. Our algorithm was able to delineate the liver, but failed to catch the areas surrounding the liver and these areas are shown black in the segmented image solid, This sequence was obtained from Martin Marietta and contained six 128 x 128 g-bit intensity images. In this sequence, the camera was mounted on a slowly moving vehicle. There are two moving cars in the scene. One car is on the far front of the camera and the other is passing by from the left. Since the camera is moving slowly, the motion between it and the background is not significant. The edge of the road and the edge of a passing car are all clearly. delineated. The algorithm has trouble catching some of the highly textured background, which are also labeled black in the segmented image solid, (Figs. 13-17 ). 3. LAB Intensity Image Sequence (UM AI Laboratory) This sequence was taken by a camera moving toward the center of the image and contained six 128 x 128 g-bit intensity images. In this sequence, the background is mostly empty and homogeneous and two blocks in the center are stationary and the one on the right is moving left. The toy dog on the left of the image is moving right. They are all on a table. They toy dog, three blocks, and the background are all clearly delineated. The algorithm has trouble catching some areas of the toy dog which are highly textured. These areas are labeled black in the segmented image solid (Figs. 18-22 ).
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Three observations are evident from the experimental results. First, we have presented a very powerful segmentation scheme not only for 2D images [ 191 but also for 3D images as shown in this paper. The use of cz-partitioning and volume filters enabled our 3D image segmentation algorithm to produces good segmentation results with tremendous savings in computation time. Further improvements might still be obtained by using surface refinement techniques 1141 and developing more sophisticated 3D edge detectors as extensions of current 2D edge detectors [27-291. Second, our segmentation algorithm depends heavily on how successful the 3D edge detector locates various volume hypotheses. When there is an abrupt change between neighboring frames, the 3D edge detector will usually locate a very thick discontinuity contour surface and thus result in a very small volume. The medical CT 3D image we experimented with causes such effects. How to reduce these effects is the central issue for our future research.
Finally, although our results show that confining the smoothness predicate to the 4th-order space (MVO = 4) is reasonable for real 3D images, there is a need to formulate a representation for highly textured volumes, other than increasing our complexity constraint to higher order arbitrarily. Based on our experience with several real 3D images, we believe that our regression model can be extended for textured images by relaxing the stationary autocovariance assumption and by using models to constrain the maximum complexity a covariance matrix can have. It would then be possible to develop a general 3D image segmentation algorithm that deals effectively with both regular and textured 3D images. In mathematical analysis of observational results, it is often necessary to extract the best or most plausible in- FIG. 16 . Gradient magnitude spatio-temporal ROAD intensity image: three 3D solids thresholded at different levels, where white pixels are those above the selected threshold.
terpretation from the available data. This problem can be reduced to a formulation as follows. Given the observed (known) quantities Y, and Xl", X2,, . . . , X,,, for u = 1, 2, . . . 12, it is required to find values for the set of unknown quantities Or, d2, . . . , 0, in such a way that the set of appropriate equations If XTX is nonsingular, the least squares regression coefficients can be obtained as 6 = (XTX)-'XTY.
(II)
The sum of squares for residuals is then S(6) = (Y -X&Y -X6).
The method of least squares then gives the optimal estimates in the sense of being unbiased and having the smallest variance among all unbiased linear estimates. When the E, are independently and identically distributed as N(0,m2), that is Y -N(O,Ia*), the estimates of the regression coefficients are the same as would be obtained from maximum likelihood method.
In summary, if the errors F, are independent and each follows the distribution N(O,(T*); that is, if Y -N(O,I(r'), then it can be shown that, if the model is correct, the following results are true [24] : 
